EUDAT CDI and PRACE are joining forces to help research communities gaining access to high quality managed e-Infrastructures where services (HPC and Data) can be connected together to enable cross-utilization use cases and make them accessible without any technical barrier. The capability to couple storage and compute resources together is key factor to fuel scientific innovation and advance research frontiers.

Join us on Wednesday 30 May 2018 @14:30
Room Sem. 4

The goal of this session is to present the EUDAT services, the interoperability possibilities between infrastructures, the results of the collaboration activity achieved so far and how users can apply for obtaining combined resources. The session will be completed by a hands-on on how to write a Data Management Plan (DMP).

About the EUDAT CDI

The EUDAT CDI is one of the largest infrastructures of integrated data services and resources supporting research in Europe.